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Students say:

FROM BEHIND BARS

Racer Touch working fairly well

Violations ruled minimal
BY MIKE 0HSTROM

BY TOM kiMMR

SPoRTS EDITOI

MANAGING EDITOR

Mark Gottfried can finally breathe a sigh of relief.
When the new Murray State men's basketball coach arrived to
make the acquisition of his new job official last March, the surfacing of unintentional NCAA violations committed by the previous coaching staff tainted Gottfried's day in the spotlight.
However, the NCAA has announced the violations as secondary, and will not punish the program any further than what
the University deemed necessary when it filed a self-report about
the incident.
•"I was pleased with what came out, but that's basically what I
had been told from the time I got here," Gottfried said. "I never
had really worried much about it because everyone was honest
with me and told me everything that happened. I think everything happened pretty much like it was supposed to happen."
"There was no investigation, and there was no official inquiry,"
said MSU athletic director Mike Strickland Monday. ''It was an
unintentional violation and an unfortunate situation, but hopefully this will be wrapped up by the beginning of the season."
What the University must do to close the case is to 1) clarify the
confusing recruiting rules with a rules education program and 2)
have the two remaining players involved, who attended
Independence (Kan.) Junior College in the summer of 1994 to
receive the number of credits necessary to attend MSU, repay
their tuition of approximately $1,800 to the school through the
University.
The athletic program has already changed the school requirements for the admission of student-athletes from junior colleges,
stating that they must graduate from the school before entering

MSU.
Former assistant coach Nikita Johnson, who left MSU with former head coach Scott Edgar for Duquesne, exceeded the number
of allowable weekly summer contacts and bad an impermissible
conversation with a booster during the recruitment of starters
Fred Walker, Dwayne Davis and former player Larry Johnson.

A new era in class registration has begun, and students and faculty are quickly forming opinions about the Racer Touch registration system.
At first there was an air of uncertainty surrounding the system.
Some students were concerned about the effectiveness, security
and efficiency of the process while many faculty members were
afraid their advising capacity would be limited.
"I think it was great," said Martin Jansson, senior from
Varberg, Sweden. "It was easy to use and quick and simple and
no lines. It is great."
Jansson's response was representative of many upper class:men.
"I did not have any problem getting through," said Mary
Sammons, senior from Louisville. "I got through right away and I
had no problems. I got my schedule, and they did everything
right. I liked it a lot. It is more efficient, and we do not have to
trek all the way over to the Curris Center to do it. Most people get
through right away, and it seems to be working very well."
"Racer touch is definitely going to help Murray State move into
the future and to compete with other colleges," said Ben Johnson,
junior from Sikeston, Mo. "'t's efficient, and it makes it a lot easier for the students It does not leave a lot of room for error."
However, freshmen and sophomores who were interviewed did
not seem as enthusiastic about the new system.
"I am sure it would be a lot easier for seniors and juniors, but
for freshmen, I do not believe it is not going to be any different
than the line registration," said Charles Terrell, freshman from
Cadiz. "I am afraid that it is going to be harder for me to register
because I am going to have to call three or four times. I have a
feeling there are going to be a lot of classes that are closed."
John R. Wade, sophomore from Murray, said he did not like
having to use the new eystem without having an alternative
Danny Voweii/Photo Editor
method of registration.
Erica Rowlett, freshman from Hurray, takes advantage of last
"I have yet to make a decision how I like it," he said. "I've heard
week's brief period of warmer weather to catch a few extra
too much bad and too much good about it to decide yet, but I still
minutes of study time on the steps of Lovett Auditorium.
have to do it and that is what I do not like. It's being forced down
my throat."
Wade is also concerned about the non-personal nature of the
system.
"I like to have someone I can reach out and touch, somebody
that I can reach across a table to and say, 'Excuse me,.. Wade
came tumbling to the ground.
Green expects the charges to be
said. "I want somebody I can talk to instead of a computer."
"I've been here for 30 years, dismissed.
Gene Garfield, associate professor of political science, criminal
In a telephone interview,
and nothing like this has ever
justice
and legal studies, said he was encouraged by what he had
happened before," said Public Modura claimed he did not par- heard from students.
ticipate in the tearing down of
Safety director Joe Green.
"Obviously I have not done it," he said. "What I am hearing
the goal post, but did proceed to
When the destruction of the
from
students is relatively positive. Everyone that I have talked
pick it up afterward.
goal post was complete, the
to
has
said they called the number, and it went right through and
He said he felt the public .
lone public safety officer on the
everything
seems to be beautiful."
safety mishandled the situafield took a man into custody.
Garfield
said,
contrary to many faculty member's fears, he bas
tion.
.
not
had
a
problem
with his advisees not seeking his advice on
John Joseph Modura, a
"They (public safety) said I
sophomore from Springfield, was used as an example just to classes.
Ill., was cited with disorderly show everyone what. was hap"I think all the faculty were worried that we would lose control
conduct and third degree crimi- pening wasn't right," Modura of the advisement process," he said. "Students are still coming by
nal mischief in conjunction said. "1 think they acted the office for advice. I run not sure they will in the future, but with
with the destruction of the goal wrong."
the MAP (Murray Academic Progress) reports they should do all
post and threatening gestures
right
with it. In the old days, they would come by, and we would
While the public safety
to the officer. He is required to department did the best they sign, and we were never sure that what they registered for was
appear before the Calloway
what we had signed for. There is really not a lot of control in
See GOALPOST/ 13 either system."
County District Court, where

Rowdy fans leave lasting reminder
A crowd gathered for an end zone
celebration turns unruly, bringing
down goal post at Stewart Stadium
BY

Scon

SENIOR STAFF

NANNEY

Wanut

As the clock wound down on
Saturday's thrilling 17-7 football victory over Eastern
Kentucky, an army of Murray
State fans lined the south end
zone for what was expected to
be a harmless celebration.
But as a jubilant pack of
Racer faithful stormed the field
to join their heroes, what was
supposed to be a joyous

moment turned into a mildly
chaotic situation.
While a majority of the crowd
rushed out to congratulate the
team, a few overzealous fans
set out to bring down the south
goal post just as easily as the
Racers brought down the
Colonels.
As the fans climbed up the
pole, a totally unsuspecting
group of public safety department officers and a disbelieving
crowd watched as the goal post

Grading system has
pluses and minuses
BY

Scon

that a majority of the faculty surveyed were in
favor of some form of change.
"Approximately two-thirds of those were interested in considering a change," Babcock said.
After gathering faculty response to the survey,
the COJilmittee sent out another survey last
spring to see how many faculty members were in
favor of a specifically proposed 4.0 plus or minus
system.
With 54 percent of the school's faculty in favor
of the specific changes, the committee realized
concern over the current system.
"It was in response to the feelings of a lot of
faculty that our grading system is not fair to
some students," Babcock said. "Some students
have had a high B average and they end up v.ith
the same grade on their transcript as those who
have a very low B average."
To get an idea of how students would react to
a change in the grading system, the committee

NANNEY

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Have you ever tried to earn a certain grade
point average only to find out you came up just a
little short of your goal when your grade report
shows up in the mail box?
If that certain GPA seems as though it's eluding you, help may be on the way.
And it will probably be in the form of a new
plus or minus grading system.
The idea was came about when the Faculty
Senate's academic policies council formed a proposal in response to a faculty survey.
"The committee sent out a survey to all faculty
iast year to see if there was interest within the
faculty in changing our grading system," said
committee chairman Squire Babcock. Mit (the
proposal) was in response to the feelings of a lot
of faculty that our grading system is not fair to
some students."
Responses from the questionnaire revealed

Ups and Downs
Head coach Houston Nutt has brought the Murray State football program out of
the Ohio Valley Conference cellar and relative obscurity to the league title in just
three years.
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reactions to the
results of Tuesday's
Governor's election.
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Running to glory

Students enjoy a wide range of
entertainment
including books,
movies and music.
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Derrick Cullors and the Racer
football team look
for a school record
IOth win Saturday.
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WEEK IN PREVIEW
Friday, November 10

Sena Jeter Naslund, author of two novels and a collection of
short stories will read from her works on Thurtiday, Nov. 16 at
7:30 p.m., in the Main Reading Room of the Pogue Library.
The department of English and the college of humanistic studies is sponsoring the event as a part of the Murray State Reading
Series.
Naslund is a distinguisned professor at the University of
Louisville and editor of The Louisville Review.
Her books include The Animal Way to Love and Sherlock in
Love, and the collection of short s tories called Ice Skating at the
North Pole. All of these works are may be purchased at the
University Book Store.
The reading is free and open to {he public. There will be a reception following the reading. For more information call Squire
Babcock at 762-4730.

•Talent Show -The MasterCard Act Talent Show, 6 p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Free admission.
•Theater Production - MSU Theater presents "Lend Me a Tenor"
by Ken Ludwig, 8 p.m .. Robert E. Johnson Theater. For ticket information call 762-6797.

Saturday, November 11
•Theater Production - MSU Theater presents "l end Me a Tenor"
by Ken Ludwig, 8 p.m., Robert E. Johnson Theater. For ticket information call 762-6797.

Tuesday, November 14
•Testing - GEO testing will be given in the Counseling and Testing
Center In Ordway Hall. Test fee is $15. Applicants must bring an
AE-6 form and a photo 1.0. on testing day. For more information
can 762·6851.
•Non-Traditional Student Week - Activities during the week
(through Sunday)will be targeted toward MSU's non-tradit1onal stu·
dents. For more information call 762-6951.
•Fun Flicks - MSU students get to act in their own videos, noon- 6
p.m., Second level, Curris Center.

LifeHouse banquet
Carol Everett who has seen first hand what happens in the
abortion industry will speak at the LifeHouse Care Center
Women's annual banquet.
"This is a great opportunity for people who are unsure about
their stance on abortion to hear about it from someone who knows
first hand," said Katy Walls, LifeHouse assistant director.
·
Everett will speak on how she got into the (abortion) industry
and what caused her to get out.
Tickets will be on sale at the following locations until Nov. 14:
LifeHouse and New Life Bookstore in Murray, The Good News
Shop in Mayfield, Christian Books and Music in Paris, The Side
Door in Benton, The Olive Branch in Paducah, Lemstone Books
in Clarksville and the Shepherd Shops in Hopkinsville and Cadiz.

Wednesday, November 15

Andy Lee/Staff

Purchasing seminar

joe Thom as, fre shman from Union County, takes advantage of
t he sunny weather by p racticing his lasso techniques in front of
t he Stewart Stad ium.

The first of four NAPM-sponsored satellite seminars has been
scheduled for Friday, Nov. 17, between 9 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. in the
Curd Audiwrium of the Martha Layne Collins Industry and
Technology Center.
NAPM is the National Association of Purchasing Management
which has a West Kentucky affiliate chapter. The title of this
seminar is "Purchasing Services and Non-traditional Goods."
All Murray State faculty, staff and students are invited to
attend the seminar. There is no charge.
Purchasing is a growing field and is receiving increased attention and emphasis by corporations. Therefore, the purchasing
field represents excellent career opportunities for graduates.
For more information call Sam McNeely at 762-6205.

On campus debate planned
The first 1995-1996 On Campus Debate will take place on Wed.,
Nov. 29 at 7 p.m., in the Wrather Museum Auditorium, featuring
Murray State's firs t place award-winning Speech and Debate
Team.
One topic of debate will be, "Do tenure policies have a positive
or negative effect on Murray State, its students and higher education?"
This On Campus Debate is presented by the department of
Speech, Communication and Theater and the President's Office of
Murray State.
Refreshments will be served at the debate.

•Tes ting - GEO testing will be given in the Counseling and Testing
Center in Ordway Hall. Test fee is $15. Applicants must bring an
AE-6 form and a photo 1.0. on testing day. For more information ·
call 762-6851.
•Meeting - Alpha Chi meeting, 4:30p.m .. in front of Winslow, for
campus cleanup. For more information call 759·2547.
•Seminar - Freshmen Semina r: Managing finances, 6 p.m., Curris
Center Ohio Room. Sponsored by African-American Student
Services.
•Concert - MSU Percussion Ensemble, 8 p.m., Lovett Auditorium .
Public invited. Free admission.
•Speaker - Kate Brown, SIU professor, will share testimony of sal·
vation and healing, 8 p.m., Curri~ Center Theater. Sponsored by
Chi Alpha.
•Seminar - Freshmen Seminar: Managing Finances, 6 p.m., Curris
Center Ohio Room. Sponsored by African-American student ser·
vices.

Thursday, November 16
•Flu s hot • Calloway County Hea lth departments giving flu shot, 8·
11 a .m. $4 charge. To make a appointment call 753-3381 .
•Rodeo • MSU Intercollegiate Rodeo, 7:30 p.m. Admission
charged. Sponsored by the MSU Rodeo Club. For more information
call 762-3125.
-concert - MSU Jazz Band concert, 8 p.m., Curris Center Banquet
Room. Open to the public and free admission.

The Sisters of

Alpha Gamma Delta
(;ampU 'ltlb~
will be

Frank Loesser's g~ys

Jon Brennan

would like
busi nesses f
for R

1996 Prctdui~1Cl•n

-{:!
Star of M1V's

ributions

'The Real World"

Showroom Lounge

and Dolls

November 18

Auditions

Corning to the Showrootn

Win be held on

Aaron Tippin ............................... November 25
Billy Ray Cyrus ........................... D ecember 2
Ken Mellons ................................ December 29
Ricky Van Shelton...................... December 31

Nov. 14 and 15
from 5 - 7 p.m.

in Farren Recital Hall on the 2nd floor
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center

Tickets go on sale one month prior to show date.
Call Now For More Information!

Pleue have a BODg of your choice prepared
Far mcxe taf'ormattoa call 762 - 2825
Pama••wnces wiD be at the beginning ofnezt leiD.IeSter

(502} 443- 8000

(800} 866- 3636

One Executive Blvd. Paducah, Ky.

No previous experience required
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VIEWPOINT
They're all-right with me
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IN OUR OPINION

Election turn-out
disappointing
Now that the election is over, those individuals
who did not vote should not have the right to complain as to who the new governor of Kentucky is. A
report from the Kentucky Board of Elections counted 43 percent of Kentucky's registered voters went to
the polls. That means 57 percent of voters did not go
to the polls to cast their votes in this election.
We encourage all college students who are registered voters to go to the polls and vote. As seen in
this election, it was the closest governors race in 32
years. Of the 57 percent that did not vote, some were
college students. Those students could have made a
major difference in the number of votes for either
person in the race.
From this election, we want the student body to
realize just how important it is for everyone who is
registered to vote. It is no help to the system when
you say that you don't care who gets into office, by
not voting. Sometimes the person that you thought
about voting for, and didn't, could have done something very important to improve the conditions of
the state that you live in. But because of others that
feel the same way as you, who didn't cast their
votes, that person might or might not have gotten
elected.

For those of you who took Brian Smith's
diatribe as the Gospel According to Guy,
here's my opinion: women are terrific.
They are incomparable and I shudder to
think what it would be
like to live without
them.
I'm a fan of women.
They make great friends
and even better...
Women tend to look at
the world from a different perspective.
If you can't appreciate
that - go on to the top
ten list.
If you do not have a
good friend of the opposite sex, you're missing
out.
On the other hand, if you are dating
someone and cannot stand his having
those friends, you may be losing out yourself.
I tend to think that having good friends

of the opposite sex is representative of a
well-adjusted person.
I believe that women are no more difficult than men, in or out of relationships.
Both are capable of showing their -!is when
they don't know how to maturely deal with
relationship problems. We are all a little
guilty of that.
I believe that both men and women are
scared of what may lie ahead in relationships.
That fear can cause conflicts that may go
unresolved because neither may be willing
to come to terms with the problem.
Of course if you think you can "do better"
in a relationship- make the leap. You may
make the wrong decision and find that you
needed to do better with the person you
left.
You may also find that it was the right
thing to do and has opened up inconceivable opportunities.
Shallow behavior in a relationship is
often the result of a lack of constitution,
gumption, self-esteem and/or will.
Character can be found in the eyes of a cou-

ple happily married for over half their lifetime.
Looking for a long term relationship? Act
like it. If you want sex, you already act like
it.
Disappointed because you thought he or
she would develop feelings for you or "come
around?" You're a fool. Start your search
elsewhere.
You tend to find what you expect.
Here is my top ten list of why women are
marvelous:
10. They listen (although not always hear).
9. They will bring a beer for you (if you'd do
the same for them).
8. They're more fun to watch than TV.
7. It is more fun to watch them shave.
6. They'll put up with your sh-t. (Why? I
don't know).
5. They can think of better things to do
than drink beer and watch the game on'
chilly autumn afternoons.
4. They smell better than guys.
3. They'll let you take their car.
2. They give backrubs.
1. Their hearts beat (sometimes for you).

'- CV1- l T' 5

Racer-Touch system
should be on hold
Now that the Racer Touch system is up and running, we still say that the system should not be used
until all the bugs can be worked out of the system.
There are a lot of things that the system needs to
include. Judging from responses made by freshman
and sophomore students, the system needs to be
worked on.
We believe that though there are many positive
responses from students and faculty, we are sure
that there are others who are not having as easy of
a time using the system.
Some faculty members have voiced their opinion of
how students are still coming to be advised even
though they use the system.
We would like to see the Racer Touch System work
hand in hand with advisers. The University should
assign each department a different three or four
digit access number. After each student has seen
their adviser, they will be given the pin number used
to register.
So until something can be done to guard against
serious registration problems as more people begin
using the system, the University needs to hammer
out the problems.

111 Wilaon Hall
2609 University Station
MUD"ay State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
Editor in Chief

Tom Kimmel

To the Editor:
In response to Mr. Brian Smith's article, I would like to say that
I, as a woman, found myself laughing (instead of fuming).
I t
has been a while since I have played the boys against girls game,
but I too can stoop pretty low.
Although I can not speak for all women, I do think that this piti·
ful cry for mankind was pretty entertaining.
Come on. A top ten list? Surely, you could have thought of more
reasons, or at least more valid reasons.
First of all, I do not know of any women who do not know the
difference between basketball and football.
Some of them even play. And it is highly likely that a few
women have even scored four touchdowns in one game. And even
more of them might even drink beer while watching Monday night
football. An even larger amount of them are allowed to control the
remote while the game is on.
Second of all, not all women are completely into the fine art of

shopping. In fact, some even h ate to step foot into a mall.
But, these non-shopping women are most likely the same
women who are not interested in make· up, and may be considered
less attractive to the typical male.
I think the most amusing part of your article was the number
one reason that women are unbearable: "Because they are not
men."
I would think that by now we might be able to escape the eighth
grade dance scenario. You know: boys on one side and girls on the
other. When it comes right down to it, we are all human.
Yes, relationships can turn out bad, but it should not be a ques·
tion of blame. Especially not on the whole gender. Anyone can
change his mind for any reason, and he should not be persecuted
for their choice.
Jennifer Thomas
Non-traditional student
Murray, Ky.
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Nutt's word is true
with win over EKU
•

Dean, a senior linebacker from Chapel Hill,
Texas. had three tackles, including one for a twoSPORTS EDITOR
yard loss, in the win. However, the 1994 junior
For head coach Houston Nutt, it was another college transfer from Tyler Community College
step iri the rebuilding of the Murray State foot- will be best known for his antics in the waning
ball program, For Lamond Dean and David moments of the fourth quarter, as he confronted
disgruntled Colonel fans about the actions of
McCann, it was a dream realized.
Nutt's ftfth-ranked Racers clinched an auto- EKU players before ushering MSU students
matic berth and the University's first trip since onto the field.
1986 to the NCAA Division 1-AA Playoffs follow"Their team was displaying unsportsman-like
ing Saturday's 17-7 win over Eastern Kentucky conduct at the end of the game, and I was upset
at Stewart Stadium.
that they would be such sore losers like that,"
The victory assured MSU at least a tie for the Dean said. "It was a great rush to have all the
0hio Valley Conference championship, and they frustration of last year lifted from our shoulders
accomplished the feat in a convincing defensive when that last second ticked off the clock."
battle.' The Racers kept the Colonels from gainMcCann,
a
junior
fullback
from
ing a first down in the first half and held EKU to Elizabethtown, was glad to see N utt's vow of an
a season-low of 173 yards of total offense, more OVC title within four years.
than 250 yards below their average.
"He (Nutt) came through with what he
"What a day we had Saturday," Nutt said. promised, and we helped him fulfill that," said
"Our defensive staff did a great job of studying McCann, who rushed the ball 13 times for 41
Eastern, and I thought our defense set the tempo yards in shouldering the load for tailback
for the whole football game."
Derrick Cullors, who gained 64 yards on 24 carNutt's defensive unit is first in the nation in ries despite recovering from a busted bursae sac
scoring defense, allowing 8.6 points per game, in his right knee. 'I}Ie knew what we needed to
and second in the country in total defense at do to win the championship, and all we had to do
235.8 yards per contest. The Racers have not is do what he said, and now we have a ring."
allowed a point in the frrst quarter this season,
The Racers can take sole possession of the conand have not been behind at any point this year. ference title with a win Saturday at Tennessee
If the Racers hold Tennessee State and State in Nashville, which would also make this
Western Illinois to 22 points or less combined, team the frrst MSU squad to win 10 games in a
they will be the only team in Division 1-AA to season. The Racers host Western Illinois Nov. 18
allow less than 100 pollits this season.
at Stewart Stadium to end the regular season.
BY MIKE OHs-.:RoM
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Cheerleaders, fans alike revel in· victory
Bv

MIKE OHSTROM

SPORTS EDITOR

An automatic bid and allexpense-paid trip to the finals
of the Universal Cheerleader
Association Collegiate National
Championship Jan. 4-7 in
Orlando, Fla. was not the only
thing that the Murray State
cheerleading team had to
scream about Saturday at
Stewart Stadium.
The squad had to direct a victory celebration 15,711 strong
after the Racers clinched the
Ohio Valley Conference football
title with its 17-7 win over
Eastern Kentucky.
Student Affairs associate
vice-president Mike Young,
who coaches the cheerleaders,
feels that his team's accomplishment rivals that of the
football team, especially following the squad's tragic automobile accident last March.
"Rewarding would be an
understatement," Young said.
''The kids worked hard to overcome their obstacles, and I'm
proud of them."

-

Meanwhile, the cheerleaders
were more preoccupied with
the rowdy crowd, the sixthlarg~st in Stewart Stadium his-

OVC Football Standings
With Murray State's win Saturday over fifth-ranked Eastern Kentucky,
the Racers clinched a share of the Ohio Valley Conference title and
captured the OVC's automatic bid to the upcoming Division 1-AA
Playoffs. With a win over Tennessee State tomorrow in Nashville.
Murray State would win the championship outright and run its record to
1o-o. Here are the conference standings as of t\lov. 10 and this
weekend's scheduled games: Conference All Games

Team
Win Loss
Murray State
7
0
Eastern Kentucky
5
1
Middle Tennessee
5
2
Southeast Missouri State 4
3
UT-Martin
3
4
Austin Peay
2
4
Tennessee Tech
2
5
1
5
Tennessee State
1
6
Morehead State
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9
0
7
2
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se:.lor tailback Derrick Cullors recovered from a busted bursae sac in his right knee to ramble on
this S 1-yard screen pass to set up Chris Dill's 31-yard field goal in the first half of Murray State's 177 win over Eastern Kentucky Saturday at Stewart Stadium.

tory, which made a distinct lot of people there," said cheereffect on the game.
leader Heather Hudson, a
"We were excited because we junior from Paducah. "Crowd
knew there were going to be a participation helps the te~m

out, and it was exhilarating to
see a full crowd standing and
" Crowd participation
backing the team."
helps the team out,
"' want to thank our students," said head coach
and it was exhilaratHouston Nutt. "Crowd noise
ing to see a full crowd
was a factor for the first time in
standing and backa long time, and that was big to
our team. We even missed a
ing the team.
"
couple of checks because it was
so loud."
Heather Hudson
Sigma Chi president Bobby
Glass, a graduate student from
Chicago, remembers when Nutt Mike Strickland enJoyed the
stood on the roof of the Sigma spectacle, but warned about the
Chi house to promote his first possible consequences.
home game at MSU in 1993.
"1 was really thrilled to see
Glass is overwhelmed at the all those students in the end
sudden turnaround, especially zone," Strickland said. "I
with the increasing fan base.
understand that tearing down
"I've always been excited goal posts is a tradition, and
about Racer football even when I'm pleased with the enthusi(former coach Mike) Mahoney asm, but there is the potential
was here," he said. "It (the foot- for injury."
Strickland said that a goal
ball team) is one of the most
exciting things going on here."
post will be ready for the
Students rushed to the south Racer's next home game Nov.
end zone at the end of the game 18 against Western Dlinois.
and then scrambled onto the Head athletic trainer Alan
field, with some climbing up Lollar has looked into the situthe goal post and eventually ation and has decided that the
breaking it. Athletic director goal post must be replaced.

.R onnie merits OVC respect
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
SPORTS EDITOit

Cornerback William Hampton's sixgame interception streak may have come
to an end in Saturday's 17-7 win over
Eastern Kentucky at Stewart Stadium, but
another such run has begun for a second
member of the vaunted defense of the ftfthranked Murray State football team.
That player is linebacker Ronnie
Merritt, who at 6'2", 235 pounds, has
stolen passes in two straight games for the
Racers in working his way among the
ranks of the Ohio Valley Conference elite
at his position.
The sophomore from Russellville, Ark.
leads the team in tackles with 69, nine
short of the mark he set as · a freshman,
when he was second on the team in that
category. He had eight tackles, two tackles
for losses, an interception and a pass
breakup against the Colonels.

Merritt's performance
earned
him
OVC
Defensive Player of the
Week honors, but it is the
fact that his teammates
captured the conference
championshiP' that gives
him the most satisfaction.
"It's a great achievement to lead this team in
MERRITT
tackles," he said. "After a
5-6 season last year, to come back and win
an OVC title is a great feeling."
Assistant coach Kim Dameron, . who
redesigned MSU's defense into one of the
nations' best, enjoys having Merritt's ballhawking skills on the field for the Racers.
"His strength is his savvy," Dameron
said. "He's not the strongest linebacker in
the conference, and he's not the fastest, but
he loves playing the game. He's physical,
and he's one of our defensive leaders."
Merritt, in turn, favors Dameron's move

to an eight-man front and an attacking
style of defense, which has pushed MSU to
first place in the nation in scoring defense
and second in total defense.
"Aggressiveness and the unselfishness of
our players has made this defense great,"
he said. "We all play together."
At Russellville High in Arkansas,
Merritt garnered two selections to the All~
State team. He had 171 tackles during his
senior season, including a one-game effort
of 17 tackles and two interceptions. In
1992, he totaled 143 tackles as a junior in
leading his team to the conference title.
The Racers lead the OVC in interceptions on the season with 17. Merritt gives
thanks for his picks to the defensive line.
"The pressure of our line on the quarterback has caused the high number of interceptions," he said. "I have to give credit for
my interceptions to (defensive lineman
Emmanuel Duviella) because he tipped
both of them."
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Fine arts college Opinionated, apathetic respond
searches for dean to gubernatorial election results
The Murray State News
November 10, 199.5

BY

BY AMY PONDER

C.D. BRADLEY
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ASSISTANT MANAGING lOITOI

The search committee for the dean of the College of Fine
Arts and Communications met Tuesday to ~s selection
criteria which will be reviewed by faculty before finalization.
Dannie Harrison, dean of the College of Business and head
of t he committee, said about 11 prospects h ave currently
applied to lead the college which encompasses the departments of art, journalism and mass communications, music,
speech communication and theatre and a public radio station.
The dean will serve on the academic council, t he council of
deans (with deans of Murray State's other five colleges), and
will be a part of the academic, fiscal and personnel matters in
the college. Such matters will include the university art galleries. theatres, recital halls, student newspaper, yearbook,
radio station and television studios.
Harrison said if faculty approve of the qualifications set
forth review of the applications will begin next week. Current
criteria inchi.des a terminal degree in one of the disciplines of
the College of Fine Arts and Communications, a demonstrated ability to run an academic unit, a working knowledge in
demonstrating support of the varied disciplines in the college
and a productive university teaching record, as well as some
record of aignificant creative experience and fund raising abil·
ity.
"One of the moat important factors is the ability to work
with faculty, staff, students, administration, alumni and citizens of the region," Harrison said.
All a pplications with nomination and resume, objectives
statements, transcripts and five letters of recommendation
must be on file with James Booth, provost and vice president
for academic affairs, by Dec. 15. The a ppoint ment will replace
Dr. Gary Hunt who ~igned last spring. Roger Reichmuth is
currenUy serving as the interim dean.
Harrison hopes to begin bringing potential candidates to
campus early next year for interviews. The appointment will
begin J uly 1, 1996.

In
Tuesday's
election,
Democratic Lt. Governor Paul
Patton eeked out a victory over
Republican Larry Forgy in the
closest Kentucky governor race
in 32 years.
With all but one precinct
reporting, Patton led by
approximately 22,000 votes,
nearly one million ballots were
cast. Forgy hoped to become the
Kentucky's first Republican
Governor in 24 years.
Dr. Winfield Rose, a professor
in the political science department, said he was "disappointed" in the election results.
"Forgy was clearly the best
candidate. Patton is a very partisan person. He's claiming a
mandate with 51 percent of the
Scot! Nanney/Sta(f
vote, which he clearly doesn't Eric Sachlebe n, senior fro m Louisville, tdentifl es himself to H llous Ford, election office r sheriff of
have," Rose said.
poll # 6, while Nadine Pace looks o n. Sachle ben was o ne of many students who voted o n T u esday.
'
While Rose doesn't· believe schools by
continuing KERA," outcome of the election, 1 hope beginning of something bigger.
the results mean anything said Matt Michaud, freshman that the two parties can work
"I was very pleased that the
about what will happen in the from Louisville. "I also feel together regardless of who
national elections next year, he betrayed by Patton's support of won," said B.J. Detrick, junior Democrats retained power, and
I hope it is a trend that continsaid
they
indicate
the awarding the engineering from Ft. Campbell.
ues into next year's election,"
Republican candidate must school to Paducah."
Patton was not without his s~id Penny Jackson, sophomore
make his or her case "strenuKelly Kersey, freshman from supporters, however.
from Ft. Campbell.
ously, strongly, and car efully,
Radcliffe,
saw the election's
"I'm glad Patton won," said
or the truth will be drowned
Although there were more
Shawn Gray, freshman from Forgy supporters than Patton
out in a deluge of democratic outcome as a sign of change.
demagoguery."
"I think that it indicates that Booneville. "Any election a supporters among those interThe student response a lso people are beginning to look Democrat wins is a good elec- viewed, Chris Rissler, freshseemed to favor Forgy.
more at the issues than at tion."
matt from Louisville, provided
"I feel that Patton will ham- party affiliation," she said.
There were also people who the most common student
per the welfare of Kentucky
"Although I disagree with the hoped the results were the response-"What happened?"

•

Two suspects charged in theft, vandalism incidents
ing a coordinated effort by PUblic
Safety, the Murray Police Department
Just one day after the latest report- and the Mayfield Police Department
ed incident of vehicle break-ins on to solve the problem.
campus, Joe Green, associate director
Bond has been set for both men at
of Public Safety, announced the appre- $5,000.
hension of two suspects in the string of
A Murray juvenile has also been
charged in connection with the case.
thefts and vandalism.
According to police records, David The juvenile was charged with knowKizer and Larry McWorter of Murray ingly receiving Ettolen property over
were arrested and charged with theft $300.
by unlawful taking over $300, followGreen said Murray State University
STAff REPORT

has been experiencing problems with
theft and· vandalism since August, but
Public Safety had no leads until
recently.
"We've had incidents that started
back in August," he said. "But it just
broke open on the seventh (of
November). The Mayfield Police
caught one of the suspects breaking
into a vehicle over there, and he
spilled his guts."
Green said approximately 35 vehi·

cles have been broken into or vandalized.
He also noted in an affidavit one of
the suspects claimed he broke into 20
or more vehicles on campus.
Green said one of the suspects
claimed to have broken into cars just
because he saw a quarter lying on the
dash.
However, the men seemed to mainly
target CD players, speakers, CD's and
other such equipment, Green said.

Green also noted that it is important
not to leave merchandize lying
exposed in a vehicle and suggested
students not bring expensive items to
campus.
"We try to advise our young people
not to bring expensive things to campus," he said. "They look nice; and
when they look nice, they're going to
look nice to other people."
Green said some of the stolen property has been recovered.
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TOOTING HIS OWN HORN

said Kathy Timmons, instructor and a registered dietitian
who joined the _MSU faculty in
The Twin Tower Dining 1983. "We've been doing this
Room has brought a new choice program for about eight years,
for lunch to Murray State stu- but it's one that bas taken on a
dents and a learning experi- different focus over the years,
ence to another group of stu- and one where interest seems
dents.
to be growing.
Students enrolled in t he meal
"Public response bas been
management class of fa~ily very good," Timmons said. "All
and consumer studies run the five of our luncheons have been
restaurant which offers a lun- full, and all but three or four of
cheon service on predeter- the remaining dates have been
mined days.
booked up."
The curriculum allows stuTwenty-two students are
dents the opportunity to gain enrolled in the fall semester
bands-on experience by partici- class, which covers fundamenpating in everything from tals such as budget control,
menu planning to budget con- nutritional guidelines, food
trol.
appeal and attractiveness and
table
preparation.
The Twin Tower is located in
room 204 N. of the Applied
"It has worked really well,"
Science Building.
said Timmons. "Everything
"This is a class project which has been ready on time, and
gives the students practical the students have done a good
experience in management job."
skills necessary for commercial
Timmons said every student
meal production and service," takes a tum at being the manBY

C.D.
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Andy Lee/Staff

Brian Brown, sopho m o re from Russellville, practices his trumpet playing on the third floor of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building.

ager during semester while the
rest of the students act as the
crew.
Each manager has the option
to select a menu of their choice
which often follows a certain
theme.
All the meals must meet the
dietary guidelines for healthy
eating and have reasonable
calorie limits. Fat content may
account for no more than 30
percent of the total calories.
The luncheons are open to
the public and advance reservations are required.
Meals are being served from
11:30a.m. each Wednesday and
Friday t hrough Dec. 1.
The Twin Tower Dining
Room accommodates 16 people
at each luncheon. Cost for the
meal is $4.25, which includes
beverage and desert. Guests
are not required or expected to
leave a tip.
To make reservations, or to
inquire about the menu, call
762-3384 or 762-3387. ,

Charge It!
Wal-Mart, Boone's Laundry may give new value to Racer Card
enue base," Benriter
said.
It looks to be a positive
The food service tried
The Racer Card and the declining declining balance in the
thing for students
balance system have been in use for fall
of
1992
at
and another use
the last five years at Murray State McDonald's and witUniversity. Now, the food service nessed success. Benriter
for the Racer Card.
department is looking into taking it,to said the students were
local businesses.
disappointed to see it go.
William J . Benriter, director of food
Declining
balance
service, is looking at the possibility of would run over phone
joe
allowing students to use declining bal- lines, and would reduce
a nce at stores, like Wal-Mart and the amount of the cost
Boone's Laundry, for a trial period from each student's
Laundry, and Paul Sharp, manager of
beginning in January of 1996.
account. Benriter compared it to mak- Wal-Mart. Both have shown interest
Benriter is centering the plan on ing a credit cnrd purchase.
in the experiment.
similar successful programs used by
The only thing the local businesses
Benriter has proposed the declining
Florida State University and Troy would have to buy is card readers from balance to the Student Government
StateLJniversity.
Sea Board, the company that mnkes Association and the Residence Hall
"Two reasons for expanding the them for MSU.
Association and bas beard positive
Benriter has already spoken to response from each of the organizaRacer Card are to make them more
appealing to student and increase rev- Howard Boone, owner of Boone's tions.
jAKE BURGESS

~ We

"Walk before you run,"
Benriter said as he discussed how the plan for
the new Racer Card off
campus.
Some students see the

'

STAFF WRITER

''

opportunity to use
declining balance as a
responsible issue.
"Wow, that would be
Halbleib great," said Kathy
Clark, freshman from
Somerset. "However I
would run out of money
real quick if I did have the opportunity to use my Racer Card at Wal-Mart."
A student with a little more time at
the University than Clark, agreed
with the freshman's opinion.
"'t would be for someone with great
self control, someone could spend their
balance on some stupid item," said Joe

Salute MSU Vet erans

Veterans Dav honors l he nwn ancl won1cn who h;n·c fait hfullv
served our country to defend the Constitution fron1 <Ill cncn1ies
both forcie)l and dmneslic. Murrav State Univcrsil v h<\s
hundreds of st udcnts. faculty and sta ll who have served in the
Anned Forces. To <lll veterans oft he C<lnlpus conllllllllily we
salute you.
0

r

0

'

•

Judith Moore
Nelson Newcomb
Gregory Miller
Sam McNeely
Paul McNeary
Bill Payne
Dianna Perkins
Jimmie Quinn
Gary Ramsey
Johnny Phillips
John Phillips
Tracey Pettey
Robert McGaughey
David McGary
George Kipphut
Bob Knight
Andy Kellie
Joruic Jones
Bobby Jones
Buddy Krizan
Bud Kuhn
Michael McCoy
Gordon Loberger
John Leneschmtdt
Joseph Rose
Renee Rowland
Gary Wheeler
James Willis
Pete W};laley
Jason Whalen
Ed West
Jack Wilson
Richard Wood
Kenneth Wray
John Yates
James Wooten
Paul Woods
Carl Woods

Chuck Ward
Charles Vinson
Arthur Scott
Rickman Shupe
Jack Schwab
Owen Schroder
Bill Schell
Carl Snyder
Derek Somerville
Tom Vanarsdel
Jim Vaughan
Jim Turley
Anna Taylor-Lee
J. Swan
Barry Johnson
Don Imhoff
Ricky Carter
Linda Clark
Eddie Cook
Scott Carter
Ken Carstens
Eric Carlson
Naomi Corneal
William Cornell
John Darnell
Mike Delgado
Jeny Crawford
Doug Cox
Kenneth Cosby
David Crowder
Alvin Burroughs
Pat Bray
Thomas Auer
R.B. Barton, Jr.
Lany Anderson
Buford Anderson
Barbara Alling
W.B. Humphreys

(Names are printed w:lth

th~

0

Kathy Babin
Randy Bolc!ing
Lewis Bossing
Marlene Berge
William Beard
Michael Barnhart
Tracy Donahoo
Steve Duncan
Eldon Heathcott
Keith Heim
Raymond Hays
Coy Harmon
Gary Hargrove
Melvin Henley
Johnny Herndon
Steven Hulen
Kenneth Hurt, Sr.
Patricia Howell
Eugene Holbrook
Raymond Hewitt
Joe Hargrove
John Haley
Joseph Frazier
Jason Futrell
David Fen der
Mark Denim
Susan Dunman
Bobby Galloway
Mark Gibson
Tracy Grooms
Elvis Green
John Goodell
Eric Gtlbert
Ronald Allbritten

Halbleib, senior from Louisville.
Other students see it as a way to
help their parents out financially.
"It would be a wonderful opportunity, because I wouldn't have to ask my
parents for money, and have to wait
for the money to arrive," said Jennifer
Smith, sophomore from Danville. "I
could just go and not worry about
bringing my money or checkbook."
"I like it, my parents would not have
to send me money and Wal-Mart is my
favorite store," said Kristin Jole,
sophomore from Danville.
Brum Kassing, president of the student government association, encouraged students to use the card during
the trail period because that will
expand the use of the card.
"It looks to be a positive thing for
students and another use for the
Racer Card," he said.

Informational Meeting
Mond~y

Nov. 20
9- 10 p.m.

Freed Curd Auditorium
Industry & Technology Building

For more information call:
Kathy Hillyard
or
Lori Rowlett
at the School Relations
office
762- 2896

permls!>lon from each veteran)

1
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Romance readers find love

GUY IIJ 1UG WORLD

fort KNOW IN& ABoUT

BY MANDY W OLF
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Each of the novel covers looks
the same: some dashing young
man clad in only a loin cloth gazes
passionately into the eyes of his
forbidden love, who probably
wears little more than the tattered
remains of a faded dress.
Romance novels have taken
women by stonn, and some just
can not seem to get enough. Some
browse the bookstores while others trade among themselves or
search yard sales.
According to a "48 Hours" broadcast, the covers of the books are
actually photographs which have
been painted to soften the scene.

Models such as the popular
Fabio pose for the book covers.
They are photographed in costume and the sets are often elaborate. After the prints have been
developed, the publisher contracts
an artist to paint the cover, adding
background and shading to the
print.
The result is an airy, passionate
book cover enticing enough to per·
suade scores of women to shell out
for the books.
Jenny Todd, junior from
Greenville, has been reading
romance novels since high schooL
She said she began reading the
books because there was nothing
on television and because her
mother read them.

"Its something to do," Todd said.
"It's so unlike real life."
··
Todd said the books provide
entertainment.
"Some people watch TV for
entertainment, Todd said. "I read
books."
Todd said there are several different types of romance novels, but
she prefers historical ones.
She said she especially prefers
stories which take place during
the Civil War.
Kristi Lane, freshman from
Paducah, said she read Jude
Deveraux's historical romance
novels last summer while she
worked a a baby-sitter.
"1 read them to take up time,"
Lane said.

Prime-time TV packed with action Fans read between
students.
Deana McReynolds, junior
from Lewisburg, is a pre-med
Action-packed drama and major who said she loves ER.
stand-up comedy draw stu"I like the excitement of it,"
dents in and keep them return- McReynolds said.
ing week after week to their
If she has to miss the show,
television sets to watch their McReynolds said she makes
:favorite programs.
sure she records it.
!Prime time shows like ER,
"The show is interesting and
Friends and Seinfeld captivate addictive," said Jason Sayles,
students' interests because of junior from Eddyvlle. "It's like
excitement and attractive char- a soap opera."
acters, and by dealing with
"There's never a dull
problems to which students can moment," said Melissa Vance,
relate.
senior from Murray.
ER, a dramatization of the
Vance said she especially
lives of doctors and nurses in loves George Clooney, who
an urban hospital, was found to plays "Dr. Ross."
be a favorite show among many
McReynolds's favorite charBY JENNIFER POTTER

STAFF WRITER

acter is the the young intern
"Dr. John Carter" played by
Noah Wyle.
Sayles said he also likes the
characters on ER.
Vance said she likes ER most
because it is action-packed.·
Janet Barnett, junior from
Eddyville, also likes the excitement and characterization of
the program.
"It's exciting because there is
lots of action and drama,"
Barnett said. "I also like following the characters."
"I hate to miss it because the
next week I feel like I've missed
out on part of the story,"
Barnett said.
Friends, a story about five

friends who live in the same
building, is another popular
show among the student population.
Teena Burton, senior from
Clinton, said Friends is her
favorite show.
"I like it because it relates to
us," Burton said. "It deals with
topics and problems that are
relevant to our age, and we can
associate with the characters."
"I think Seinfeld is the funniest show on television, said Jill
Stafford, junior from St. Louis.
Stafford said she likes the
adult humor of the show.
You have to be halfway intelligent to watch it," Stafford
said.

MUSiC enthusiasts comforted by song
BY SARAH WIGHT
IUPORTfR

For some people music is more than
what comes on when the alarm goes off or
what you turn on when your room is too
quiet. It is a hobby that borders on obsession. These are usually people who have
found a band or singer they can relate to
or admire for different reasons.
John Blalock, freshman from Hickory,
said he has been a Nirvana fan for four
years.
"I fe1l in love with their lyrics," said
Blalock. "They have really bad lyrics," said
Blalock. "A lot of Kurt's (Cobain) lyrics had
a lot of feeling. He didn't just write to
please people, it was from his soul."
Missy Jarvis, freshman from Symsonia,
has been a die-hard Van Halen fan for five
years.
~dward's guitar playing is so innova·
tive," Jarvis said. "Edward is the greatest
living guitarist. It is a style of music I really like and plus Edward's life is admirable.
He quit drinking about a year ago. He been
married 15 years, and he has a son that
will be five. I really think he is a good role
model for kids because he does not use
drugs, he doesn't drink, and he's stayed

favorite band live was so overwhelming for
her that she could not think of words to
describe it.
"I cried when I got there just from the
atmosphere, just from knowing where I
was," Jarvis said. "I cried in the middle of
the parking lot. It was the greatest thing
I've ever experience in my life."
Often a band's followers become so
involved in the band that it affects their
life in several different ways. Fans become
so familiar with the band and its members
that they become emotionally attached.
The suicide of Nirvana's lead singer Kurt
Cobain hit many of Nirvana's fans hard.
-when he died I cried," said Blalock. "He
wak my inspiration and my · reason for
learning to play the guitar," Blalock said.
"I was really sad. Really sad but pissed off
also. He didn't know how to control himself."
For some fans, following a band even
affects their career choices.
"Their magazine is called The Inside. It's
in Omaha Nebraska," Jarvis said. "It's
brand new; it just started this year. I'd like
to go write for them, that would be my
dream job," Jarvis said. "I can't think of a
better job. Combining journalism and Van
Halen plus the chance to meet them."

married all this time, and he's not cheated
on his wife. I really think that's something
to look up to."
Matt Howard, freshman from Paducah,
is the lead vocalist for the band Neutral
Ground. He said he admire1::1 Pearl Jam for
the way they perform.
"Pearl Jam is a good live band. They are
really aliv~ and full of energy," Howard
said,.
Like most other hobbies, being a big fan
can o~ expensive. Jarvie and Blalock both
said they have spent $400 to~SOO on 008
and band·related items.
"Sometimes I think I spend way too
'd. "Thae.a i}!Jl
much money,j Jarvis
ever spend money on, really. l ~end moSt
of my money on them I'm always collect·
ing. :I'm a subscnber to the International
Van Halen magazinP."
Often fans Will go to ~t extents to see
tlieir band in concert. ~ands of deadheads followed the GtateAU Dead from
concert to concert while the b)nc:l was on
tour. These followers oftell had to camp
wherever they could find a place apd lived
off very little money.
For many fans, once they actually get to
the concert, it can be a very emotional
experience. Jarvis said that seeing her

'Rocky Horror' maintains following
ate a cult film. Some are old just sitting there."
When people go to "Rocky
movies that broke barriers in
standards and taste. Still oth- Horror Picture Show," they live
"I would like, if I may, to take ers serve almost solely to the movie.
you on a strange journey," said exploit differences in sexuality,
During the wedding scene,
the narrator of the movie, a race . and appearance, such as participants throw rice or flre
criminologist. At the theater Superfly or Freaks.
water pistols in the air when it
where the movie is shown, parWhat makes these movies so rains in the movie.
ticipants dress in drag and popular? Why do so many peoShannon Compton, junior
heavy make-up as their ple go to these midnight movies from Louisville, said it is this
favorite characters. They set up and participate in the movie audience participation that has
props and gather on the stage. itself?
made "Rocky Horror" as sucand chant "Let there be lips!"
Helen Roulston, assistant cessful as it has become.
The movie is the cult classic professor of English, said cult
"It is great to be able to yell
"Rocky Horror Picture Show," a movies have a limited appeal, at the screen and not have the
campy science fiction film star- but a dedicated audience.
guy behind you yell back,''
ring Susan Sarandon and Tim
"All movies have audiences, Compton said.
Curry.
but others have a more limited
Compton last went to "Rocky
According to an article in The following and appeal to certain Horror" at the Vogue theater in
New York Times, Rocky Horror followers ," Roulston said.
Louisville for Halloween,
is one of many movies that
Roulston also said followers though she did not dress up as
have developed cult followings of cult movies tend to be a character from the movie.
over the years.
' A lot of people don't dress up
younger and fairly intelligent.
Although there are no specif"It goes beyond passively anymore," Compton said. "Not
ic characteristics, the Times watching,'' Roulston said. ''It is many places let you use the
lists some factors that help ere- kind of interactive rather than props. It gets too messy."
BY jESSICA RAY

REPORTllt

FJ

Compton believes "Rocky
Horror'' has had a positive
effect on her life. She has made
friends through regularly
attending the Vogue theater in
Louisville. She also said it
helps you deal with problema in
society presented in the film.
Ken Allgood, senior from
Calvert City, went to a midnight showing of "Rocky
Horror" when he was in high
school, but he did not dress up
either. AJlgood said there were
people handing out props and
scripts outside of the theaters.
"They were closing down the
AMC Theater in Paducah and
the management more or less
let them destroy it," Allgood
said. "It was hilarious to sit
back and watch everyone else."
"The reason I liked the movie
is because it is so weird,"
Allgood said. ''It is such a crapPY movie, it really is good."

the lines of authors
B Y SLONE H UTCHISON
AssiSTANT CouECE L1n Eotroa

Many people enjoy curling up with a good book by their
favorite author on occasion. For avi<l readers of certain authors,
though, missing even one boOk is not an option.
Over the years, authors such as V.C. Andrews, Stephen King
and Anne Rice have acquired quite a following.
Jean Lorrah, professor of English, said one possible reason for
the large number of people who find horror novels so interesting
is the desire to escape from reality.
"I think we see more and more people taking a break from
everyday stress by escaping with these types of books," Lorrah
said. "This is really just an intellectual form of recreation like
•
playing bridge or cheaa'
Lorrah said many authonf encourage readers to follow them
by dressing like the characters in their books and role-playing.
"Stephen King doesn~ dress up and pose like some of the others,'' Lorrah said. "Anne Rice dresses like a vampire and poses
in front of her mansion in New Orleans."
Marianne D'Altilio, freshman from Lexington said she does
not think authors who role--play are encouraging readers to follow them; rather, they are just getting very involved in what
they write.
"I think people who dress up just feel very strongly about their
work," D'Altilio said. "I think Stephen King holds back a lot and
just has the attitude that if people read his stuff that's great and
if they don't that's alright too."
Sabrina Griffin, freshman from Clarksville, Tenn., said she
became an avid reader ofV.C. Andrews when her mother intro·
duced her to the author's work.
"I like the V.C. Andrews book$ because they scared me,"
Griffin said. "I couldn't believe that anyone could actually conceive of being that mean."
According to Lorrah, after the death of the author known as
V.C. Andrews several years ago, her publishing company hired
'
a ghost writer to continue with the novels.
oryou can tell a difference in the writing style of the person
they hired to take the original author's place," Griffin said."I
like the new books, but not nearly as well as the old ones. .Aft.er
I finish the series rm reading now. rm not reading any more
V.C. Andrews books."
Lorrah said many fans often dress up as characters from
books and attend various functions that deal with the stories
written by their favorite authors.
"There are some people who are so involved in their hobby
that they may spend hours working on costumes to wear to banquets and conventions," Lorrah said. "Many people often ~soci
ated a large following of fans to one particular author as a cult
following and it really has nothing to do with the occult. It is
simply a hobby. Mostly it's just people with similar interests
getting together to have fun."
Lorrah said people often have the wrong idea about people
who spend a great deal of time reading certain types ofnovels.
"No one would get upset if someone said they spent 10 hours
playing golf over the weekend, but people often times find it
strange if someone spends 10 hours reading horror, romance or
fantasy novels," Lorrah said. "It's no different than any other
hobby or recreation, it just offers people a chance to escape into
another world."
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Visiting professor claims divine healing from MS
The MW'I"'l'f State News
N~rlO,

1995

October 31, 1993.

BY REBECCA DOUTT
STAFF WRllfR

"My body was totally
''
healed and restored in four
A professor claiming divine healing hours;" Brown said.
from multiple sclerosis will speak at
Brown, who is Jewish, said
Murray State Nov. 15 to share her tes- she was a "radical feminist"
timony of salvation and healing.
who had never been interestKate Brown, visiting associate pro- ed in Christianity or the
fessor of technical writing and commu- Bible. After talking with the
nications at· Southern. Illinois four other professors who
University, began seeing the effects of share an office with her,
MS in her body fourteen years ago. By Brown decided to read the New
the fall of 1993, Brown was blind in Testament.
one eye, had a withered ann, and was
Brown said she began to think about
mostly confined to a wheelchair, her past, and her life, after reading a
although she could sometimes use a portion of the Bible.
cane or walker. She could not use sev"I wasn't getting sleep," Brown said.
eral muscles because of the atrophy "I couldn't teach. I was distracted."
that had destroyed them.
Brown attended a Chi Alpha
Brown said that all changed on Christian Fellowship meeting on Oct.

said that when she
awoke, she sat
upright in bed.
"That is not
something I had

don't work well," Brown said. "My
body is whole now, and totally
My body was totally healed and
restored."
Brown will be sharing her testimony
restored in four hours.
of salvation and healing on Nov. 15 at
' '
been able to do 8 p.m. in the Currie Center Theater.
before," Brown said. Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship is
Kate Brown "Then I reached out sponsoring the visit.
my left ann to turn
Mark Randall, chaplain, said he
on the light. That invites everyone to attend.
"I challenge the skeptics and the
was the ann that
15, 1993, to ask some questions' about
what she had read. Brown said that, was withered. I started screaming; my cynics to come," Randall said. "I chal~
while there, she made a decision to whole body was healed. It was the lenge anyone who needs a miracle to
Lord."
come hear this woman speak."
become a Christian.
Brown said she has had no signs of
Chi Alpha president Herman
Brown said that her decision led her
to attend church on the following MS since that day. She has shown her Hussmann said Brown's testimony is
Sunday. She and the pastor prayed entire family that she has been for believers and non-believers alike.
"If people don't believe that miracles .
for God to heal her of MS, but nothing healed, and gives all of the credit to
really happen today, they need to
happened immediately. After church, God.
"With MS, parts of the body just come see one in the flesh."
Brown went home and took a nap. She

Sigm~ Chi wins Peterson

Shag Wall: vehicle for expression

Significant Chapter Award

BY SLONE HUTCHISON
ASSISTANT COlliCf LIR Eona.

the school and the total number of chapters
being awarded. The money will go into the
STAFF WRllER
general scholarship fund under the Sigma
t , ....
Chi Foundation name.
The brothers of Sigma Chi fraternity .. ...
"We gear everything we do al1 year long
have reason to celebrate this week after '<~ ,
towards the Peterson Award," said Bobby
being awarded the Peterson Significant ~~~
Glass, Sigma Chi chapter president...We
Chapter Award by their international
· ' .•
are.proud to say that we are one of the
headquarters in Evanston, Ill.
top 35 chapters internationally."
The
Peterson
Significant
\.:JI'i.K.:...~~ -v~
Glass said public relations and
Chapter Award is the highest
.Pf.. ..~.......~ community service are the chaphonorthat can be bestowed upon
ter's strong points. Murray State's
an undergraduate chapter. It is
awarded to 35 of the 230 Sigma
.ti ;·~~~ chaper of Sigma Chi raises over
Chi chapters annually. This is
''.f"
, .. ~;1] $1,000 a year for their philan, :;;
·. ...,~ thropy.
the seventh time that the
Murray State Sigma Chi's have
n;_:~ Chapter members are also very
won the Peterson Award.
}'.:tt excited about the award.
. ;"" . ~
The award is based on a 50 point ~~~ •
;;if
"We deserved it because we
system and involves the follo\\ing · 1 '
worked hard to get it," said Joel
categories: finances, operations,
English, junior from Paducah.
membership retention and
"fm glad we got
recruitment, alumni
'
I
• I
it,"
said
Eric
\
relations, public rela'
I
iI ~
Sachleben, senior from
tions and community
Louisville. "It really
service. The Sigma Chi's
shows the effective leaderreceived 47.5 of the 50 points.
ship qualities of our chapters."
The a ward will be given to the
"I think it is long overdue,• said
chapter in January, along with a check
Ben
Werner,
sophomore
from Sikeston, Mo. "It
that will be presented to the University. The
makes
all
the
hard
work
worthwhile."
amount of the check is determined by the size of
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for ally
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Last year, Eric Wannan came up with the
idea of gi&g people an opportunity to express
themselves freely and openly. He thought the
best way to do this would be to put the information in the fonn of flyers and di$tribute
them all over the campus. Although the Oyer
idea ;never materialized, he found a way to let
people exprees their views and opinions just
the same with his publication called Shag

·Wall.
Sha.g WtJll is a publication put out by
Wannan, junior from Frankfort, imd a handful
of hia friends.
*I don't knOw if I was really motivated t:o put
this out or if it was intuition, but I wanted to
start somet.hi.ng that would let people talk
about things ~hat were important to them,"
Warman said. "Living here in Murray, we don't
get to talk about things in a very intense way
and this will give people a chance to do that."
Warman said he has saved money for ~ars
in order to buy the equipment needed to put
out the publication.
"'This is a way for people to utilize the new
tecb.nolog;y that is available," Warman said. *I
do the layouts of the p'age&, but people who contribute are more than welcome to decide how
they would lib their contribution to look/'
Wannan said respo111e to the project has
been very pOSitive.

"People didit't know that much about it when
it first came out, but now that people have
been exposed to it a little more they are coming
at me left and right with all kinds of issues
that they want to talk about," Warman said.
"This kind of takes people by surprise
because they don't have someone telling them
what to do or how to do it when they write for
this," Warman said. "People don't know how to
act because they have so much freedom. There
is no hierarchy to pass through here. It's just
like 'here's my stuff, put it in there'."
Warman said people are free to submit materials such as photos, cartoons or commentaries
to the publication.
*There are a lot of different people with dif..
ferent ideas," Warman said. "We want to let
people talk about their ideas and any intense
issues on a more focused and open level."
"We try to let people have as free a say as
possible,W Warman said. w:rhere are certain
things that we have to cut, but for the most
part it's pretty much free.•
"I want people who might not otherwise
have the chance to express themselves to feel
free to get involved with this," Warman said.
"This whole thing is not about me," Warman
said... rm just trying to give people the freedom to say what they want to say however they
want to say it."
For more information about submitting
material to Sluig Wall,call Eric Warman at
753-6863.
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Bar open till midnight
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The Sisters of Alpha Delta Pi
would like to thank all
fraternities and sororities
who participated in
MSU Health Services offers
free confidential pregnancy
and STD testing
for further information dial

Health Line

762•3809
.

Monday - Friday 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

This service is funded by the
Purchase District Health Dept. ~ ~
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Cherry Bombs

Leaving
college

Junior QB leads 9th-ranked Racers
their linemen and blitzing linebackers away
from me."
Nutt enjoyed watching the maturity and conTuesday afternoon was business as usual for centration of Chem in the win over EKU, and
head coach Houston Nutt and the Murray State complemented the efforts of the offensive
football team, as the Racers went through their weapons that do not get the same amount of
workout on the grass at Calloway County High recognition that Cherry and tailback Derrick
School in preparation for Saturday's game at Cullors receive.
Tennessee State in Nashville.
"Mike Cherry had a great performance," he
A win over the Tigers (2-7, 1-5 in Ohio Valley said. "The bigger the game gets, the bigger he
Conference play) at 1:30 p.m. at Hale Stadium plays, and he made three crucial checkB for us.
would lock up sole possession of the OVC
"Reginald Swinton and Kwabene Idlette aren't
Championship to the Racers (9-0, 7-0) for the that well heard of, but they can run by you."
first time since 1986, when Frank Beamer's
With a busted bursae sac on his right knee,
squad went 7-4-1 (6-1), losing to Eastern lllinois Cullors, a senior from Richardson, Texas, who
28-21 in the first round of the NCAA Division I- was not a factor against the Colonels, as be was
AA Playoffs.
limited to just 64 yards on 24 carries. With the
A victory would also give MSU its first
OVC's leading rusher hobbled and condefeat of TSU in six tries. The Tigers
tained, Swinton and his teammates
lead the eight-year-old series 5-2.
knew they had to step up.
"The passing game has come along, and
"Tennessee State will bring you to
earth in a hurry," said Nutt after his
with the injury to Derrick, we bad to
team captured an automatic playoff bid
pass," said the sophomore wide receiver
by beating Eastern Kentucky 17-7
from Little Rock, Ark., who led the
Saturday at Stewart Stadium. "When
Racers with five catches for 107 yards
you go down to Nashville to play in 'The
and a touchdown. Swinton mishandled a
CHERRY
Hole,' you have to be ready to play, and
key second-quarter pass, but made up
hopefully we can keep things going."
for it by hauling in a third-period 68-yard strike
Nutt has a powerful arsenal to present the from Cherry that set up a 10-yard connection
struggling Tigers, led by repeat OVC Offensive between the two to push the Racers ahead 10-0.
Player of the Week Mike Cherry, who is fourth
"I didn't feel good at all about dropping the
in the nation in pass efficiency.
ball, but I told Coach (Nutt) not to give up on
A junior quarterback from Texarkana, Ark., me," Swinton said. "I had a chance to redeem
Cherry delivered his second-straight career per- myself, and that catch turned the game around."
formance by completing 17 of 24 passes for 328
With 56 yards rushing, Cullors, a Walter
yards and two touchdowns against the Colonels. Payton Award candidate, would move into first
He threw for a previous best of 312 yards in the place on MSU's season rushing list, passing Don
Racers' 45-14 win over Tennessee Tech Oct. 28 Clayton's mark of 1,403 set in 1973. He is fourth
in Cookeville, tossing three touchdoWns to earn in the country in rushing and third in scoring.
his second OVC honor of the season.
Cornerback William Hampton, a junior from
"'t (the career high) feels good, and it's even LitUe Rock, Ark. and candidate for the Buck
more special that it came when we won the OVC Buchanan Award, needs to score his seventh
title and beat Eastern," Cherry said. "Our offen- interception for a touchdown to break the 1-AA
sive linemen did a good job all day in keeping season record be currently shares.

for pros

BY MIKE 0HSTROM
SPoRTs Eonoa

Carroll sets pace for
Lady Racers at Role:x:
BY BRIAN SMITH
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State women's
tennis team wrapped up their
fall schedule last weekend at
the
Rolex
Intercollegiate
Championship Region III
Tournament in Lexington.
Head coach Connie Keasling
took her top four players,
juniors DeAnna Carroll and
Renea
Cates,
sophomore
Martha Zimmer and freshman
Brooke Berryman to compete in
four singles matches as well as
two doubles matches.
Carroll won her opening singles match 6-4, 6-4 over Susan
Scott of North CarolinaCharlotte to qualify for the 64player field. She then lost to
eventual semi-finalist Sophie
Woods of Clemson 6-1, 6-1.
"Overall, the competition in
the tournament was difficult,"
Carroll said. "' played really
well in my first match. All my
shots were falling where I
wanted them to, and I feel that
this was one of my better
matches all year."

No other Lady Racer made it
past the qualifying round, but
they did do well in doubles
play. The combination of Cates
and Carroll defeated Tennessee
Tech's team of Kronheim and
Pous 8-3, but fell to the topseeded team of Barrett and
Woorons of Clemson 8-2.
The duo of Berryman and
Zimmer also won their firstround match 9-7 over Middle
Tennessee State's Bryans and
King, but lost to the secondseeded team of Fix and Zifer
from Duke 8-2.
Keasling was proud of her
players' efforts and of the fall
. season in general.
"I was really pleased with the
effort that the girls made in our
singles play, and I was even
more pleased at the way we
played in doubles," Keasling
said. "In doubles, we beat two
teams from the Ohio Valley
Conference, and that just
makes me more eager for the
spring season to start because I
think that we have a good
chance of winning the OVC.
..Our overall performance in

the fall has been better than I
expected, and if we continue to
work over the break, the spring
should be even better."
The Lady Racers will begin
their spring season Feb. 17
hosting Eastern Illinois at the
Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts.

Men's Tennis
Seniors Pontus Hiort and
Brad Hawthorne represented
the Murray State men's tennis
team last weekend at the Rolex
Intercollegiate Championship
Region III Tournament in
Nashville, Tenn.
Hiort defeated Todd Peter of
Vanderbilt 6-3, 6-3 to qualify
for the 64-player field, but
dropped a hard-fought match to
Auburn's Adham Alaily 6-1, 3·
6, 6-1. Hawthorne missed the
cut by losing his qualifying
match to Vanderbilt's Danny
Tym 6-2, 6-0.
Hiort and Hawthorne also
qualified for the doubles bracket, but lost in the first round to
Tennessee's third-seeded pair
of Mahony and Montana 8-5.

wrong
While the avenue to the
professional ranks is a far
less bumpy road for today's
college athletes, there are
still many risks to a top player's career if he skips school
for a big payday.
A recent trend, or crime, in
collegiate athletics is the rising numhers
of SPORTS
underclassmen TALK
leaving

r------..
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Scott Nanney/Staff

Darren Dawson, a 6'5" freshman guard from LaGrange,
attempts to defend Isaac Bullock's jumpshot In the Murray State
men basketball team's Blue-Gold lntrasquad scrimmage Tuesday.
in Racer Arena.

MSU golden in

hoops contest
Texas, made an impressive
showing in leading the Blue
squad with 31 points.
Murray State's men's basketGottfried said the offense
ball team began ' ts three-game played a big role in the Racers'
exhibition schedule with the successful first scrimmage.
annual Blue-Gold scrimmage
"I was pleased with our
Tuesday night at Racer Arena. offem;e," he said. "' think our
The Racers opened the offeqse might be a little ahead
defense of their 1994-95 Ohio of our defense. That's probably
Valley Conference title with a pretty unusual. I think they're
well-played game, which the picking up what we're trying to
Gold squad won 105-102.
teach them."
Head coach Mark Gottfried
One concern for the Racers
was pleased with the way his heading into the season is their
team responded to its first inside game.
game situation.
"We're still looking to solidify
"I like how they competed our inside game and decide
tonight," he said. "I thought we who's going to play inside and
played pretty hard, but we've play the most minutes,"
still got a lot of work to do."
Gottfried said. "Those guys
Senior Marcus Brown, who that step up and really rebound
captured last season's OVC for us are going to be the guys
Player of the Year and .Male who are going to play."
Athlete ofthe Year awards, led
While the Racers still need
the Gold team with a gam~ work in the paint, one consishigh 41 points, including a tency was their performance at
game-winning three-pointer at the free throw line. The Blue
the buzzer.
and Gold squads combined to
Even though it was the hit 68 of 80 from the foul line.
team's first organized e:xhibi·
"We're a good free throw
tion, Brown thinks the Racers shooting team," Gottfried said.
arc off to a good start.
"That will be one of our
"It's early, but I think we're strengths this season."
doing a solid job," be said. "All
The Racers will play their
coach <Gottfried) has asked of second exhibition game of the
us is to work hard as a team, season when it hosts Athletes
and that's what we're trying to in Action Nov. 17, followed by a
do. It's early and we're going to Nov. 21 scrimmage with the
be rusty, but overall we did Croatian National team before
really good tonight."
opening the regular season at
Junior college transfer Chad Racer Arena against Berry
Townsend, from Kerrville, College on Nov. 25 .
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Hoffman sets mark
as Racers hit skids

RUNAROUND

STAFF REPORT

Scott Nanney/Staff

Carrie Bates carries the ball for Alpha Gamma Delta in Wednesday's intramural flag football
finals. The Alpha Gams beat Alpha Sigma Alpha 13-0 to win the women's league title.
~

Losses in three straight road games by the Murray State volleyball team could not derail Kristi Hoffman, as the sophomore
setter from Dexter, Mo. surpassed the school career assist record
Friday in the Racers' 15-9, 15-13, 9-15, 11-15, 15-10 loss to Middle
Tennessee State in Murfreesboro.
Hoffman, an Ohio Valley Conference All-Freshman Team selection last year, moved ahead of Denise Donnelly's previous mark of
2,259 assists in four years with the 44th of her 52 assists against
the Lady Blue Raiders.
Hoffman followed that performance with a 55-assist effort in
Saturday's 11-15, 13·15, 15-12, 15-5, 15-12 defeat to Tennessee
Tech, and totaled 40 assists in the Racers' 15-7, 15-6, 12-15, 15-2
lolls lo Southeast Missouri Statt· Tuesday in Cape Girardeau.
MSU has now fallen to 9-15 on the season, with a 6-9 record
against OVC competition. The conference tournament begins play
Nov. 17 in Morehead.
The Racers were runners-up to SEMO in last year's OVC
Tournament following a 22-13 (14-2 OVC) campaign.

early for 0HSTROM
the wealth .....__ _ _ ___,
and glamour found only at
the pro level. In fact, there
were so many underclassmen in the 1995 National
Basketball Association Draft
that one could field a third
expansion team out of those
talented players.
The money will always be
there for a Jason K.idd,
Glenn Robinson or Joe Smith
to leave school early, but the
reason that they went to college in the first place was to
receive an education. Yes,
they could certainly afford it
because their scholarships
paid their way into the university of their choice so they
could continue their basketball careers, but a non-negotiable part of that pact is to
get the grades,
And Kevin Garnett, who
entered the NBA straight
out of high school, did not
even bother to try to earn a
college degree.
College athletes consider
two things. First and foremost, an education is an
insurance policy, one far
more valuable than any
multi-million dollar contract.
For example, if a player
like No.2 draft pick Antonio
McDyess, who left Alabama
after his sophomore season,
would have an automobile
accident that left him paralyzed (God forbid), what
would be have left other
than the money guaranteed
to him by his contract with
the Denver Nuggets?
You guessed it.
He would have to go back
to college to find a new line of
work. Remember that it took
Isiah Thomas almost 10
years after he left Indiana to
earn his diploma.
Another matter is the
effect of a star's departure
from the college ranks on his
teammates, who would otherwise be counting on him as
a catalyst for success in the
upcoming season. When
quarterback Drew Bledsoe
entered the 1993 National
Football League Draft, the
Washington State squad he
left behind fell from a winning season with a bowl
appearance to a 5-6 campaign the following year.
Just imagine how good
Ohio State's football team
would be now if offensive
tackle Corey Stringer and
linebackers Lorenzo Styles
and Craig Powell had
remained for their senior
seasons. Not only would the
second-ranked Buckeyes be
the clear choice for No. 1, but
they would also have three
entries in Styles, Powell and
Greg Bellisari for the Dick
Butkus Award, giving to the
nation's best linebacker.
But in this world of pending rookie salary caps and
pestering agents, money
talks, and it is unfortunate
that education would take a
backseat to dollars in such a
tough decision.
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I'VE BEEN SEARCHIN'•••

Football

Sports
Notebook

,Murray St. 17, Eaatern 7
·Ea ater n
0 0 0 7 -7
,Mu r r ay St.
0 3 7 7 • 17

.
I

;MSU- Dill 32 yd. FG; MSUSwinton 10 yd. pass from Cherry
(Dill kick); EKU- Carter 15 yd. run
(Collins kick); MSU- Taylor 28 yd.
pass from Cherry (Dill kick);

DeAnna Carroll and M ike Cherry have been named
as the Racers of the Week.
Carroll, a junior from Springfield, was the only Murray
State women's tennis team member who qualified for the
singles field of 64 at the Rolex Intercollegiate
Championship Region Ill Tournament, which concluded
Saturday in Lexington. Carroll won her opening round
match 6-4, 6-4 over Susan Scott of North CarolinaGreensboro before falling 6- 1, 6- 1to eventual semifinalist
Sophie Woorons of Clemson.
Cherry, a junior from Texarkana, Ark., led the fifthranked MSU football team to a 17-7 victory Saturday over
Eastern Kentucky at Stewart Stadium. Cherry, the Ohio
Valley Conference Offensive Player of the Week, guided
the undefeated Race rs to at least a tie of the OVC
Championship and an automatic bid in t he NCAA 1-AA
Playoffs behind his performance, completing 17 of 24 passes for a career-high of 328 yards and two touchdowns.

.

EKU
MSU
First downs
12
17
Rushes-yards
30-140 45·123
Passing-yards
52
328
24
Return yards
17
Comp-Att
7-20-1 17-24-2
Sacked-Yds. lost 3-18
1/5
Punts
8-312 6-228
Fumbles-lost
1-0
1-0
Penalties-yds.
5-52
7-63
Time possession 20:53 39:07
In d iv i dual Statiatica
RUSHING - EKU - Murrell
15-151. Luginbill9-49, Carter 518, Menendez 1-3. MSU - Cullora
24-64, McCann 13-• 1,
Scarborough 1-3, Swinton 1-1,
Cherry 6-(-20)
PASSING - EKU - Luginbill
7-20-1-52, MSU - Cherry 17-2•·2·
328
RECEIVING - EKU • Burks
2-29, Murrell1 -3, Menendez 1-9,
Whitefield 1-(-5), Carter 1-5,
Washmgton 1-11 MSU - Swinton
5•107, Cullors 3-64, ldlette 3-48,
Jones 2·61, Taylor 1-28,
Scarborough 1·2, Mccann 1-4,
Stephens 1·14 .

Sports Calendar
SATURDAY
Danny Voweii/Photo Editor

Quarterbadt Htlce Cherry looks for an open Racer receiver during 1995 Ohio Valley Conference
champion MUtTay State's 17-7 win over Eastern Kentucky Saturday at Stewart Stadium.

Football- MSU vs. Tennessee State at 1:30 p.m.
Rifle- Walsh Invitational at Xavier University in Cincinnati
Rugby- Vanderbilt vs. MSU at 1 p.m. on Cutchin Field

SUNDAY
Rifle- Kentucky Invitational in Lexington

NCAA Division
1-AA Top 25:
Reoont Prv

1. McNeese St. (81)
2. Appalachian St. (7)
3. Troy St.
4. Delaware (1 )
S.Murray St.
6. Stephen F. Austin
7'_. Marshall
8'. Hofstra
9. Montana
10:. Eastern Kentucky

-..

9-0·0
9·0·0
9-0-0
9·0·0
9 - 0 -0
7-1-0
7-2-0
9·0-0
7-2·0
7-2·0

1
2
3
4
8
6
7
9
10

5

8-1-0
11 . Southern
12. Eastern Illinois
8-1-0
13. Richmond
7-1· 1
7-2-0
14. Indiana St.
6-3-0
15. Northern Iowa
7-2-0
16. Jackson St.
17. Northern Arizona 7-3-0
7-3-0
18. James Madison
19. Northwestern {La.) 6-3-1
20. Florida A&M
7-2-0
21 . Georgia Southern 6-3-0
22. Rhode Island
7-2-0
23. Boise St.
6-3-0
24. Connecticut
7-2-0
25. WiUiam and Mary 6-4-0
Sou roe: n. Sport. ,.tworlc

12
15
16
17
11
19
13
21
20
14
22
23
24
25
18

Blu.'Gold BMUCball Scrirnrn.-

Volleyball
Murray St.
SEMO

1
7

15

2

6
15

3

..

15 2
12 15

MSU TEAM LEADERS:
Kill: Stlphanie Diebold (17)
...-ta: Kria• Hofman (40)
Acee: Bonnie BagVnsl<i, Dawn Kruse (2)
Digs: Hoffman (8)
Blocb: Begninsl<i (1)

Murray St. (9·15, 6· 9 OVC)
SEMO {21 · 11, 14·2 OVC)

Gold (105)
DaW8002·100<16, Brown 12·21
12-13 41, Martin ().1 0-1 0, AndeniOI'I
9· 15 6-7 24, Wabr 3-5 2-4 8, Davis
4-6 S-6 13, Echola 7·10 1-213
Blue (102)
Howardo-oo-o o. Teylor 2-5 5-6
9, Townsend 9·14 10 -11 31, Sll>ry 11 o-o 2, Rainey 9-19 4·5 20, BulloCk
2-5 2-2 6. Harris 2-4 4-4 11, Berry 3·
1317·1923
Halftime-Blue 52, Gold 48. FoUed
Out·- None. Rebounds- Gold 31
(Davis 9), Blue 32 (Rainey 12).
Assists-- Gold 12 (Srown, Walker 4),
Blue 11 ffavtor, Townsend4). Total
Fouls- Gold 30, Blue 23.

TUESDAY
Women's Bas ket ball· Blue/Gold Scrimmage at 7 p.m. in Racer Arena
WEDNESDAY
.
MSU Baaketball- Media Day at 1 p.m. in Racer Room at Stewart
Stadium

Men 's, Women 's Tennis
(at Rolex Intercollegiate Championship Region Ill Tournament)
Pontus Hiort (MSU) def. Todd Peter (Vandarblt)
6-3, 6 ·3; lost t> Adham Alaiy (Aubum) 6-1 , 3-6, 6·1,
Hawthome lost to Danny Tym (Vandelblt) 6·2, s-o.
Hiort and Hawthorne lost to Mahony/Montana
(UniVersity of Tenne588&) 8-5.

O&anoa Carroll (MSU) def.
Susan Scott (UNC-Greensboro) 6-4, 6-4: lost to Sophie
Woorons 6·1 , 6 -1.
Renee Cates (MSU) lost to
Manlsha Patel (Loutsville)
4-6, 6-1, 6-4.

C____ ,A_s_s_IF_m_n_s_____----:=~lao Msatl
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PERSONALS

PERSONALS

ChE!rleS. Pleasecallme!XOX

Ever been In a tight JAM?

Mar:tt~a can't walt 'til we vlslt
again, glrtsl GoHacudap Mn
partygangl

To the sisters of AOO, thank you
tor the honor of being chosen
Mr. MSU. I had a blast. Thanks
for all the encouragement, John
Mark Whittaker

NOTICE
Foreign Students- DV-1 Greencard Progr available. 20231
Slagg, Canoga ParkCA.91306
TEL 1-800·660-7167

Last chancel! Deadline Nov.
Congratulations
Chris
201For N.E.T.O logo contest.
Powless and Derrick SomerHurry up, this could be your
ville. Great job In Mr. MSU. ~dlllot ~aAOO IIACI~ .-~ IIO. Iilllll ltordrop by Comfort
The brothers of PI Kappa Hugl'lel on a auccessM 1111. laM, Otdway Hall. For more
Alpha
MSU. Brothers of PI Kappa AI- Info call762-4486
ph a
The brothers of AXA would
Summer 0 Info meeting. Mon
like to congratulate the MSU Remember, Nov. 15 Is Ameri- Nov.20, 9-10p.m., Freed Curd
football team on a big win
can Enterprise Day - .SA
Auditorium, I&T Building. For .
Turnips are tasty! Eat one- Eunich wanted to supervise male more Info call Kathy Hillyard or
Lori Rowlett In the School Relatoday.
harem.
tlons office at 762-2896
I love you Jimmy Sears
What a better wedding present,
Rogai'leorforeheadwax? nohalr MONEY FOR COLLEGEIIII
Great win Saturday M6U
Hundrwds & thousands of
Racer football. Keep up the
gntnta available to all students.
nooaa~T!§
good work. Brothers of PI
Immediate qualificatiOn. Call1·
Seeking roommate for Spring
Kappa Alpha
8()()-27().2744
Semester 753--7028

CLASSIFIED AD POUCY

Deadline......Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

Kitchen Help and Waitress
positions now available.
Apply In person at The Big
Apple Cafe, 641 South,
Puryear.

Wantedllllndivlduals,
Student Organizations and
Small Groups to Promote
SPRING BREAK '96. Eam
MONEY and FREE TRIPS.
CALL THE NATION'S
LEADER, INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS.
http://www.icpt.com
1·80().327-6013

Wanted: reliable part-time
restaurant kltchen help,
hostess, salad girl and bus
girl. Entry-level, no experlence necessary. Evenings &
weekends. Ideal for students
needing some extra money.
Brass Lantern Restaurant In
Aurora. Call (502) 474-2773
HI, my name Is Mark Dorr.
I'm new to this area and was
looking for a date for my
22nd birthday. If you think
you can handle the 'Oorr·
man' please call753-6363

CRUISE SHIPS NOW
HIRING· Earn up to $2.000+/
month working on Cruise
Ships or Land·Tour companles. World travel. Seasonal
& full-time employment
available. No Experience
necessary. For more
infonnatlon call 1·206-6340468 ext. C55381
Say It wtth LOVE In the
Murray State New•

RATES
With MSU ID: 15e per word Without MSU ID: 20e per word
OVER 20 WORDS
With MSU ID: 10¢ per word Without MSU ID: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:
Classified a Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

INDEX
PERSONALS
AOOt.ltMTES
BUSINESS
SEFMCES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
HElP WANTED
LOST& FOUND
RIDES
MISC.
NOTICE

M

HELP WANTED
DESPERATELY SEEKING
SANTA · LBL's Golden Pond
Planetarium needs Santa
Impersonator for Christmas
Show, first three weeks In
December. $5 an hour. Hours
vary. Moderate physical
activity required. Caii1-8Q0455-5897

u
r
r

a
y

SGA and UCB need you
Talented and dedicated
lnlvlduals should apply for
SGA Chair of Publications
and Public Relations or UCB
Chairs of Publicity Banner,
and Homecoming. Applications should be turned In to
the SGA office by 4:30 p.m.,
Nov. 27. Pick up applicatiOns
In SGA offiCe on the 1st floor
of the Cunis Center
762-6951
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gourmet ~ gift shoppe
Gourmet coffee * Fresh cheeses
Kitchenware * Dinner•,,·; .-~
Culinary accessories
Unique traditional gifu
Gourmet gift baskets * Bridai regis~ry

~

"Peppermill's .....
A

r

~

always

in good taste."

928 S. 12th St., M urra; 753-5679
126 Market House Square, Paducah 442-041 0

"Now &. Then"
CPG-13)

• BARGAIN MA11NEE'S

Saturday A Bunda,.
•MSU NIGHTS:

Tueaday A Wedn.,eday

y

/t.._..,:·.
i

Peppermilfs

(Rl

t

n

A
I:
A

"Fair Game"

n

s

AAIT

(R)

e

•
1

A
I:
A

"Copycat"

t

Spring Break Early Speclalsl
Bahamas Party Cruise 7 Days
$2791 15 Meals & 6 Parties!
Cancun &Jamaica From $3991
Panama City Room With
Kitchen $1191 Key Westl Daytonal Cocoa Beachl Prices
Increase 11/21 & 121151Hurryl
1-800-678-6386

DAYS UNTIL THANKSGIVING BREAK!·

CPO.I31

t

FOR SALE

13

..... ln.
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"Ace Ventura: When
Nature Calla"

· ~~ l
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Send someone
special a leHer
from SANTAI

Sponsored by the

Student Alumni Association
• for people on campus and children
• price $ 1
• n eed to know address
• in the Curris Center
Nov. 14 & 15

10 a .m. - 2 p .m.

I
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GRADING

DAY DREAMING

Babcock said he prefers the
new system because it rewards
Qontinued from Page 1
a student for working hard.
"I would like to see a system
met with members of the
that's
more reflective," he said.
Student
Government
"I
would
prefer rewarding
Association.
someone
who
works harder
"We a lso met with the SGA to
instead
of
rewarding
someone
get a gauge of the interest level
who's
just
getting
by.
If that
among students," Babcock said.
"We found that a majority of person wants to get that middle
the students of that body did B average, he's going to have to
not want to see a change, bu t work a little harder."
While the proposal has been
there was also a significant
sent
to Murray State's academnumber who did."
ic
council,
Babcock said the
Babcock said the proposed
grading system would grant new system would probably
different point values to plus take a few years to implement
if approved.
and minus grades.
"The pr ocess to get it
"On your transcript you
would see a minus grade and approved is going to take a
then the equivalent points," he while," Babcock said. "Even if it
said. "For example, an A minus were approved this year, it
would be a 3.7, a B plus would would take a while to implebe a 3.3 and a B would be a 3.0. ment. It would be phased in
You have more options for the over a period of about two to
professor to give to a student." three years."

Exchange continues :
Staff Report
An exchange with Russian students and teachers which
began in Murray four years ago is continuing this month
with the first delegat ion of public school a dininistratora
scheduled to arrive in Murray on Nov. 12.
They will be in the community through Nov. 17 making visits to local schools and attending informational mee~.
For many years, the Center for Environmental Education
at Murray State University has been working with the
Citizen Exchange Council International P artners in New
York City, continuihg an exchange with Russian students ·
and educators.
These exchanges have included high school and college
students, public school teachers and college professors from
our region.
The 10-member delegation which will be visiting the
Murray area are from the Rostov Oblast. They include seven
public school principals, the director of a summer gifted and
~lented program, an education profeaaor from the Rostov
State Pedagogical University and the Vice Rector of Rostov
State University.
For more infonnation about activities thro~ the Center
for. E nvironmental Education call 762-2~34.

GOALPOST
Continued from Page 1

could in handling the situation, Green acknowledged the depart- ·
ment was unaware of what eventually took place.
"'We have officers scattered all over the stadium," he said. "At
football games, we have every uniformed guy there we own, but
we did not anticipate anyone doing damage to the goal post. It
was a bad effort on our part."
Even though Green and his staff have come under some criticism about the way the situation was handle, he feels things of
this nature cannot be left alone.
"I want them (fans) to support the football team and all athletic events," Green said. "But just because we field a winning team,
that doesn't give someone the right to destruct something. We
encourage our fans to be excited, but not destructive."
Murray State Athletic Director Mike Strickland was pleased
with the fan support, but was concerned as well.
"We were thrilled with student enthusiasm," he said. "It ·was
great that they came out on the field . The only thing I'd like to
caution them about is the fact that someone could have gotten
hurt. It would have been a tragedy if that had happened."

Andy Lee/Staff

Yun·Jung Sung, an English Language Institute student from
South Korea. takes a minute to reflect after class last week.

!CLARIFICATION
In t he Nov. 3 issue of The Murray State News the story relating t he work of Dr. Melissa Stormont-Spurgin could have been
misleading in its explanation ofher research.
Dr. Stormont-Spurgin studies agtP-ession in children by observ·
ing naturally occurring antecedents to aggression. She has also
found that when a nother child comes up and tries to take the toy
away it often leads to aggression.

THANKS!

Advertise

To
Demetra--Bradley·,__-..-..,....,...,
and Lisa Hamilton

in

The Murray

for all their hard work on Am Soo.
It was a huge success!

State

Story hour planned
for Curris ·Center
STAFF REPORT

and refreshments for all.

The Univer sity Bookstore,
located in the Murray State
Curris Center , will host a
unique event or area children
on Sunday, Nov. 12.
Children are invited to come
to the Rocking Chair Lounge on
the Center's second level from 2
to 3:30 p.m. to share in an
afternoon of fun-filled activities
designed especially for them.
There will be entertaining
storybook readings, balloons

The Bookstore is also pleased :
to announce that two of their ·
favorite clowns, Tango and :
Giggles, will be making a spe-. ~
cial visit at the story hour.
- ~

News

I

£aura easlefJ Cllt.d C]lll gentr, for
o11e of tlte best Parents

Weekends ever!
£ove,

~~~~~~~AOll~

Treas Lum.ber

Singles and maxi's not included
( expires 11-24 )

Sunday Nov. 12, 1 ... S p.m.

10% OPP for IISU :rACULTY c!e S'l'ODEN'fS

JOIN EVERYONE AT PIER 1 FOR REFRESHMENTS
AND DOOR PRIZES

Bel· Air Shopping

Store Hours:

Center

Monda.y·Frlda.y 7:30 a..m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday 8 a..m. · 4 p.m.

789 ·1390

Check out our monthly specials. Stop by or
call for more information.
1.0°/o Discount for MSU students

Dpen dfou:1e

A full line of Pa.trtt, Lumber, a.nd Conorete Blocb
for Those Custom Shelf Units

• Excluded: Sale ItEl:alS, Cash and Carry,
and S1.ecial Orders

~
Tanning Salon & Storage Rental
812 Whitnell

.'!

PLUS...

IN-STORE SPECIALS ON HOLIDAY
GIFT AND HOME DECORATIVE ACCESSORIES

University Plaza ....
on Chestnut Street

Storage 753-3853

SGA and UCB need you!

Seniors

Talented and dedicated individuals
should apply for SGA Chair of
Publieations and Public Relations.
or
UCB Chairs of Publicity /Banne~ and

• Murray State has Pell Grants, Stafford Loans,
Graduate Assistantships and Part-time student
work available to help finance your
graduate degree.
• A low interest Stafford Loan can provide up to
$18,500 per year for graduate study.

G7:

> """'

-
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John Mark Whittaker
Mr. MSU

· Homecomitlg. (

Larry Hale - Crowd Appeal Award
Chris Powless - Best Legs Award

Applicati~ns shoUld b~ turned iri to the

AOll would like to thank all

SGA office by 4:30p.m., Nov 27.
Pick up applications in SGA office on
the
1st floor of the Curris Center
or call 762 • 6951

To explore the possibilities contact your d~artme11t chair,
or sfl~dell t financial aid in Sparks Hall at 762-2546.

rrz<v< < <~w
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$2 off any new or used CD with this coupon

Salon 753-3333

For additional information '
call (502) 762-4388.

gwen Hugltes for Malclng /tllr.
}KSU suclt Cl great success

--~
New and Used: Cassettes · CD s
Special Orders - Trade ins Welcome

Bookstore staff extend a ape- '
cial welcome to all children •
who would like to participate.

Cf:ltanks to:~~~~~

ll•.

Your Sisters

There is no charge to attend
the story hour.

.. " :

contestants and patrons for supporting
the Arthritis Research Foundation
_f!oue.,

..
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TAKE 15°/o OFF
~G(~ THE BASICS AT
Rs

AMERICAN EAGU

OUTFinERS

Enjoy the Peri&t Clothes lor the Periect Day."' Present this certif~
cote to save 1S'a off any purchase at American Eagle Oulfittef5
when you use your Visot cord. Witnover 270 stores across tne
country, American Eagle Outfitters provides durable, top11uolity
clothing, ond your satisfaction is guaranteed. Offer valid August 1,
1995, through January 31, 1996.
y.,.. .d c01141ltlotu: Certthrote redemptiOil ~ solely rhe respons,bi!Jry of
Amencon Eogle Outfit!ers, Ill(. Offe~ valid 101 15"• off the bo1lcs from August 1.
199S, Ihroogh JaMry 31, 1996. Offel valid only when you PCl'i Ylllh your Visa'
COld. Ct~tificore IS vaLd !01 one use. Ow1e lert~icote per Mtolllel. Not volid wrth
onv other promottonol offer Redeem cerriftcore ot lime of purchuse ot ony Jlllth<·
ljXI!illQ American Eagle Outfitters re!Da location. CertifKore is not redeerooble f01
elM. N01 voLd IOWO!d any previOUSly purchased merdloMrse. ~v ond/01
metc.hoodise remftcotes. No reproductiOns allowed Votd

whe!e p!Oiribited. tuxed, 01 restrKted by low Aoolicoble
!axes l!ll11 ~ pod by llelllet. COy redeemable in rile

1llr'

U.S Cosh Yalue 1/100 cent Note io employees................
Authorizonon code No 8
~

L----------------------~

r----------------------,
15°A. OFF
DPIID GET
OFFIOAL NFL GEAR.
~UNI

Use your Visa" cord-the Officio!

nr Card of the NFL-end save 1S ~o
on any regularly priced purchase of NFL Pro Line'11 or other NFl
AUTHrNTIC

products frOm the Official NFL Catalog. Wear wllot the pros wear
on the field in practice, and on the sidelines-Nfl Pro line. Toke
your ~ck of jerseys, jackets, cops, T-shirts, and m01e &om oil 30
NFL teams. All our quolity NFL merchandise is backed by o60-doy
guarantee. Coii1-800-NFL-GIFT O·BOQ-635-4438) for your free
catalOg 0/ to place on order. Please mention Source Code 00 1597.
Offer valid September L 1995, throogh.De<ember 31, 1995.

r..s _, ,...,_s: (erllficote redem!llloo IS sokJv rhe responstbilily of

Nfl Properties. Offer 'IOICI Septeniler 1 199S, ibrough betember 31, 199S.
Offer volid on~ when you po~with yo111 Viso' cord. To request vour hee rotulog
0110 redeem this cerhlirote phoi!e: coR I ·SOO·Nfl GIFT (1-80o-63S--4438l
one! mennon SMe Code 001 97. linit one cerllfrcore per household Ce!lifrcote
LS not redeemable for cosh ond is not volid With ony
other certrficote or d1scount. No reproductions • .
1
clawed. Vcid where prolibted, IOxed " res!OOed by
low. Apglicoble toxes must be poid IN beeler. On~
redeem0ble In rhe US. Cosh value 1/foo cent

Ail .

L----------------------~

r----------------------,
C~PS TAKE SlO
a.e ........ ..., nr.t: OFF YOUR PUROIASE

OF $35 OR MORE AT CHAMPS SPORTS
Save .S 10 on your purchase of $35 0/ more when you use your

car

•

Visa• cord at Chomps Sports. They hove oil the top-nome sports
stuff you wont befOfe you even know you want it. The latest
dotheS. The latest shoes. The latest eq~Rpment. So when you
wont to see what's next, come to Chomps Sports first. For the
store nearest you, coft 1-80Q-TQ-8E-1ST (1-BOD-862·3178).
Offer valid August 1, 1995, througn December 31, 1995.

linn .d _.._ (ertttote ~lion IS solely rhe r~ty rJ
(hom~ SportS. Oflec vol'td August I, I995, throuqh De<ember 31, 1995. Offer
YOiid Only wllen you poy witli your Visa• cord. Pr~nt this ce!lifilote ol ony
am.,s Spoils ilrhe U.S. to receive $10 df omerchandise ptJChose ol S3S"
m01e. Nori-sole RJelchondise onlv. Certificate must be ptesenl8d Of lime of pur·
dee ond CAIMOf be used ill cQiadiDn with anv Oilier criir:ete 01 dscount
offerS. Hoi redeendlle for «<Sh. linit one per OISlllmef Cei!ificole is not trans·
le!oble. Void dlopied end whert piOhibited,toxed, 01'

==k~=~6~:~=

you, co'll-300-~f.IST (1-800862·3118). Only
redeemable in the U.S.. Cosh value 1/1 00 cent.

....
I

L----------------------~
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PiiP1...
~!Y!Jl't~
for a change PIER 1 IMPORTS

Toke 15% off your total purchase of oil regulor-pri<ed items when
you use your Viso• card at Pier 1. Your room or apartment could
use o few chonaes. You could use a aood deol. Pier 1can supply
both. Offer volid' from Joooory 1, 1996, through June 30, 1996.
'-s .d CNIItleu: CriKD!e redeqltion is solely the responsibihry ol
Pieri lmporn. Offer~ &om Jarwy 1, 1996, through June 30, I996. Offe~
valid for a one-~me purdlose ooly. Offer volid on regular-priced merchondi~ only
ond exclides deoronce ond sole items, delivetv. ond olher semre charges
Certlicole musf be redeemed a1 11me of pwrhose. Oflet ~ not apply fD pnor
purdloses ond connot be u~d 1o puKhose gift cerlifKotes. Good on~ forpu~chose
of products indicated. Arrf other use conslilules !rood Cemficote is not valid 111
l~ with~ otbel cartiicote, coupon, 01 lfislOIJit, (erlifKote is vOOd ot
oil Pier I rompony stores and pomcipohng franch1~ stores. Void where prohibit·
ed, toxed, 01 reslricfed by low Offer valid only when
~
you poy with your VllQ• rord. Appltalie toxes I!IISI
1 MM
be poid bv bearer. On~ redeemable in the U.S. (ash ~
.
•
Yllklei/IOOceot
•
~·

L----------------------~

r----------------------,

N~ wk~yCM- vue yo-w ~is~(!) c~rti

yovt as~ve ~b ~t- rkse rtvrces.

l

~ax~CHA~~
SOR MORE AT

OSTON MARKET

Use 0/ show your Visa.. cord and Dl'esenl this certificate ot any
Boston Morket1' or Boston Chicken~ location to save $2 on any·
purchase of $5 or more. Come in soon and try the rotisserie-toast·
ed chicken or turkey, doubl~lazed hom, or double-sauced meat
loaf...ond don't forget the freshly prepared sandwiches and side
dishes. Offer valid September 1, 1995, through November 26,
1995.
T«as .d ~s: Certhcte tedemollOfltS sole!-1 the responsibltry of
Boslon Marker Offer wlid September 1,1995 lttrouah Noverr1Je116, 199S.
Offer Yahd only when you use or show yOU/ Vrsa" cord.Piesenf rhrs cerhltcare wilh
YOU! Viso cord or hme of purchase 01 any portlopoting Boston Masket 01 Boston
Olillen kxOI!on Only one certifiaH per VISit. Any other liSe l~tiiUfes !rood.
Ce~trficate IS not redeemobje for cosh and rs not Yaltd W1thany o!her certificate or
spe<iol offer. Certificate r.ot redeemable !01 olcoholrc beveroges. tobacco, or d01ry
oroducrs. No <IM refiJld No reprod!Krilns Ulowed.
Void where prohrb1ted. taxed, or restncted by law.
~e toxes must be polll by bearer Only ~
•
r
blem !fie U.S (ash vohlel/ 20 cent.
~

'1Jir
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£!f.LLC!!2rJl2!!
CD OR AUDIO CASSOTE PRIQD AT $9.99 OR MORE
Use your Viso 'J cord to toke $3 off of any CO or audio cassette
priced $9.99 or more at Camelot Music. Omit two sel&tions per
certificate. Pick the musi< and save when you use your Viso~
cord. Offer valid August 1, 1995 througn January 31, 1996.
T-s .d COIIIItioas: (es~iKate tellemplion is solely the respoosibJitv Of
Camelot MusK. Offer va~d A!Jgusl l. 199S, through January 31 1 1996. ' 'Ill
two sele<lions per cerlllicate Not valid wrrh any other offer 01 a"ts<our;l
erducfes soleixiced rnerthondiw. Olfllf valid only when you poy with your VISO
card Redeem cerllficote at ltme of purlhose ot any portrcipohny Camelor Music
relolllo<ohon No reprodu<hans allowed. Void wllere
.._...
ptohihired. taxed.01 restricted bv 111M. ADP!icoble taxes
~
must be poid lly bearer. Only redeemoble in 1t1t US .. ...........
Cosh volue 1/100 cent
• ~

Jtt'

ItS everywhere you want to be~

L----------------~-----~
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